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Abstract: Cable-driven serpentine manipulators (CDSMs), having strong compliance and flexibility,
are suitable for flexible operation in confined workspace. Like many other manipulators, it is an
important issue to sense the tip pose of CDSMs. In much previous research, the manipulator’s tip
pose is usually determined by the driving cable lengths. However, little literature has talked about
the tip positioning accuracy. This paper focused on this issue, and investigated the effect of the
cable hole location error and cable length error on the tip positioning accuracy of CDSMs. For this
aim, we firstly established the kinematic model, and then analyzed the influence factors of the tip
positioning accuracy. Simulation results show that the cable hole location error and cable length error
have significant effects on the tip positioning accuracy, and especially in certain configurations, it can
cause an approximate 30 mm deviation in position. Therefore, in order to improve the tip positioning
accuracy of CDSMs, it is necessary to compensate for the cable hole location error and cable length
error in the modeling.

Keywords: kinematics; accuracy analysis; cable-driven serpentine manipulators

1. Introduction

Cable-driven serpentine manipulators (CDSMs) use cables to drive joints’ motion to produce
the bending and stretching motions. CDSMs have many advantages: They can actively adapt to
the changes of the external environment because of the hyper-redundant degree of freedom (DOF);
they have high maintainability because of using a reconfigurable module; they can access places that
are untouchable to humans; for example, their entire structure can be sealed so that they can operate in
harsh environments [1–3]. However, CDSMs also have their own shortcomings: They are more difficult
to control due to the hyper-redundant; cables as driving devices reduce their stiffness; their accuracy is
relatively lower than the rigid joint-link manipulators.

CDSMs are different from traditional manipulators. The traditional serial manipulator puts the
driving device at the motion joint. However, the driving device of the CDSM is installed on the
base, which reduces the mass and inertia of manipulator. Consequently, the CDSM can improve
the responsiveness and load capacity of manipulator. The CDSM has the advantages on variable
configuration, higher load-bearing ratio, and larger task space. However, due to the flexibility of the
cable, especially when the manipulator is too long, the tip positioning accuracy of the manipulator’s
end will be affected severely.

At present, research on CDSMs has mainly focused on mechanism design, kinematic modeling,
dynamic modeling, control system, and trajectory planning [4–6]. Choset et al. [7] described the current
status of serpentine robot design and path planning underway in their research group and pointed
towards future directions of research. Tang et al. [8] presented a method to simplify the motion planning
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process and demonstrated the effectiveness of the presented method by simulations and experiments
on a 25 DOFs cable-driven snake robot prototype. Racioppo et al. [9] presented the modeling and
control of a planar snake robot composed of modular, single DOF bending units, and optimized key
control and design parameters to produce curvature profiles that maximize the robot’s forward speed.
Qi et al. [10] studied the mapping relationship among the driven space, joint space, and task space of a
cable-driven continuum robot and analyzed the decoupling algorithm based on piecewise constant
curvature assumption. Yuan et al. analyze the workspace of cable-driven continuum robots [11],
and proposed a comprehensive static model for cable-driven continuum robots [12]. Rone et al. [13]
studied a novel dynamic modeling methodology that captures curvature variations along a segment
using a finite set of kinematic variables and this dynamic model is implemented using the principle
of virtual power for a continuum robot. Li et al. [14] designed and built a wire-driven serpentine
robot arm which is made of a number of rigid nodes connected by two sets of wires. Wu et al. [15]
proposed a real-time position compensation control method based on flexible cable deformation.
Qian et al. [16] studied a cable-driven parallel robot for 3D printing to obtain a larger workspace rather
than traditional 3D printing devices. Zi et al. [17] conceptualized and designed a waist rehabilitation
robot driven by cables and pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs). Fortin-Côté et al. [18] proposed using
cable angle position sensors in addition to cable length measurements in order to improve the accuracy
of a cable-driven parallel mechanism (CDPM). Lv et al. [19] studied the sliding mode control of the
cable-driven redundancy parallel robot with six degrees of freedom based on the cable-length sensor
feedback. Sandretto et al. [20] developed a calibration method for a particular parallel cable-driven
robot using a camera for 3D pose sensing. Sareh et al. [21] introduced a pose-sensing system for soft
robot arms integrating a set of macrobend stretch sensors. Dallej et al. [22] proposed a 3D pose visual
servoing, which was then illustrated and validated on a cable-driven parallel robot prototype.

Although previous research has been done to study the position accuracy problem of cable-driven
manipulators, there are few studies which analyze the influence factors that affect the tip positioning
accuracy of the CDSM. In this paper, we will establish the kinematic model of CDSMs and analyze the
influence of the cable hole location error and cable length error, in order to improve the tip positioning
accuracy of the manipulators.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the structure sketch of the n-DOF planar
CDSM is presented. We firstly derive the kinematics model, and then analyze the influence factors
of the tip positioning accuracy and propose a corresponding study method. In Section 3, simulation
analysis is made on the influence factors that affect the tip positioning accuracy. Then, we make a
demonstrative experiment using a CDSM prototype with 3 sections and 6 driving cables to verify the
simulation. In Section 4, we make a conclusion about our work and introduce the future plans.

2. Kinematic Model and Position Accuracy Analysis

2.1. The n-DOF Planar CDSM

The CDSM is usually a hyper-redundant DOF system; its DOF in the joint space is more than that
in the task space. For forward kinematics, a set of joint angles corresponds to an end pose. However,
the redundant character leads to multiple solutions in inverse kinematics.

In this paper, we studied a CDSM with parallel joints, whose spin axes of the joints were parallel
to each other. It could realize planar motion with the movement along X and Y axes and the rotation
around the Z axis.

The structure sketch of the n-DOF planar CDSM driven by m cables is shown in Figure 1: Where
the colorful thick lines represent rigid links; the red small circles represent joints; the colorful thin lines
represent the driving cables; and the ellipses represent supporting disks, on which holes distribute to
guide the driving cables. As seen from Figure 1, the manipulator could be divided into a fixed link and
n movable links, and these links were connected by n joints. Moreover, each movable link was fixed
with a disk, and each disk was controlled by two driving cables to produce a rotational motion.
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Figure 1. The degree of freedom (n-DOF) planar cable-driven serpentine manipulator (CDSM) (driven
by m cables, m = 2n).

To further describe modular unit, the relationship regarding the three adjacent units of the CDSM
are presented in Figure 2. As shown in the picture, for the ith linkage (i.e., linkage_i), it is composed of
two links (linkJ_i, i and linki, J_i + 1) and one disk (disk_i) with the thickness of B. Linki−1, J_i and linkJ_i, i
are connected by the ith joint (i.e., joint_i); similarly, linki, J_i + 1 and linkJ_i + 1, i + 1 are connected by
the (i + 1)th joint (i.e., joint_i + 1). The cables pass through the holes in the disks to pull the disks,
making the joints rotate. For the sake of describing geometric relationship, we set frames on joints
and disks: RJ_i

{
OJ_i, xJ_i, yJ_i

}
and RJ_i+1

{
OJ_i+1, xJ_i+1, yJ_i+1

}
, respectively, represent the frames on

the joint_i and joint_i + 1; Ri,a
{
Oi,a, xi,a, yi,a

}
and Ri,b

{
Oi,b, xi,b, yi,b

}
, respectively, represent the frames

on the two sides of the disk_i; Ri−1,b

{
Oi−1,b, xi−1,b, yi−1,b

}
and Ri+1,a

{
Oi+1,a, xi+1,a, yi+1,a

}
, respectively,

represent the frames on the disk_i − 1 the disk_i + 1.

Figure 2. Kinematic relationships of adjacent units of the CDSM.

2.2. Kinematic Modeling

2.2.1. The Mapping between the End Pose and the Joint Angle

For the n-DOF CDSM that can realize planar 3-DOF motion, there is a certain mapping relationship
between the joint and the end pose. According to the frames in Figure 2, the homogeneous
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transformation matrix from the frame Ri,a
{
Oi,a, xi,a, yi,a

}
to the frame Ri−1,b

{
Oi−1,b, xi−1,b, yi−1,b

}
can be

written as:

Oi−1,bToi,a
=


cosθi − sinθi linki−1,J_i + linkJ_i,i · cosθi
sinθi cosθi linkJ_i,i · sinθi

0 0 1

, (1)

where θi represents the rotation angle of the ith joint, and linki−1,J_i and linkJ_i, i represent connecting
rods before and after the ith joint.

The homogeneous transformation matrix from the frame Ri,b
{
Oi,b, xi,b, yi,b

}
to the frame

Ri,a
{
Oi,a, xi,a, yi,a

}
is:

Oi,a Toi,b
=


1 0 B
0 1 0
0 0 1

, (2)

where B represents the thickness of the disks.
Thus, when the joint angles are given, the pose vector of end-effector can be obtained by:

S =
n∏

i=1

(Oi−1,bToi,a
·

Oi,a Toi,b
)


0
0
1

, (3)

where i = 1, . . . , n. θ = [θ1 θ2 . . . θi . . . θn]
T and S = [X Y φ]T, respectively, represent the joint angle

vector of joints and the pose vector of end-effector.
It should be noticed that we could obtain a unique end pose when the joint angles were determined.

However, given the pose vector of the end-effector, multiple vectors of the joint angles could be worked
out. This was the multiplicity of inverse kinematics due to the redundancy of the manipulator.

2.2.2. The Mapping between the Cable Length and the Joint Angle

With the cable length vector defined as L = [Lc1_1 Lc1_2 . . . Lci_1 Lci_2 . . . Lcn_1 Lcn_2]
T, we can get

the mapping relationship between the cable length and the end pose when joint angles are given.

Lci_1 =
i∑

k=1

(∥∥∥Bi−1_1Ai_1
∥∥∥+ B

)
, (4)

Lci_2 =
i∑

k=1

(∥∥∥Bi−1_2Ai_2
∥∥∥+ B

)
, (5)

where, Lci_1 represents the length of the cable_disk(i)_1; Bi−1_1Ai_1 represents the length between
disk_i−1 and disk_i of the cable_disk(i)_1 (i.e., the distance between the hole Bi−1_1 and the hole Ai_1,
shown in Figure 2); Lci_2 represents the length of the cable_disk(i)_2; and Bi−1_2Ai_2 represents the
length between disk_i−1 and disk_i of the cable_disk(i)_2 (i.e., the distance between the hole Bi−1_2

and the hole Ai_2).
Given a joint angle vector of the manipulator, the length of each driving cable can be calculated by

Equations (4) and (5). However, the same cable lengths may correspond to different joint angle vectors,
that is, the mapping from cable lengths to joint angles was a one-to-many relationship.

2.3. Influence Factors of Tip Positioning Accuracy

The control methods of the CDSM included all cables in the position control mode, all cables in the
force control mode, and cables in a hybrid control mode (i.e., some cables in the position control mode
and others in the force control mode.). When all cables were in the position control mode, the driving
cables could be overly tensioned or relaxed. Additionally, with the number of cables increases, it
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was more difficult to control. When all cables were in the force control mode, the control was simple,
but it was hard to ensure the tip positioning accuracy. Therefore, we chose a hybrid control mode,
which could ensure the tip positioning accuracy and reduce the control difficulty as well. In this paper,
for the experiment’s convenience, we chose for the upper cables (Lci_1) to adopt the position control
mode, and the force control mode was applied to the lower cables (Lci_2). In fact, each cable could use
the position control mode or force control mode.

However, in the practical control process, it was unavoidable to produce control error. For example,
between the actual cable length and theoretical cable length existed small difference. In addition,
the driving cable passing through the guiding hole on disk may not have been along the center axis of
the hole. All these factors affected the tip positioning accuracy of the manipulator.

This paper studied the influence factors of the tip positioning accuracy in CDSMs’ workspace;
that is, how the cable length error and cable hole location error to affect the end pose. The processes
that study the influence of cable length error, the cable hole location error, and the combined error of
two on the tip positioning accuracy are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Flow charts to study the errors. (a) The method to study the cable length error; (b) the method
to study the cable hole location error; (c) the method to study the combined cable length and cable hole
location errors.

Figure 3a shows the processes that study the influence of the cable length error. Given the initial
pose S0, we could calculate the initial joint angle θ0 and initial cable length L0. Then, we added the
cable length error ∆L and got the new cable length L (L = L0 + ∆L). We could obtain a new joint angle
θ and new pose S by L. ∆S was the influence of cable length error on the tip positioning accuracy.

Figure 3b shows the processes that study the influence of the cable hole location error. Given
the initial pose S0, we could calculate the initial joint angle θ0 and initial cable length L0. When the
cable lengths stayed the same (L = L0), we added the cable hole location error ∆H (i.e., changing the
location of the holes Ai_1, Ai_2, Bi_1, Bi_2), which influenced the Bi−1_1Ai_1 and Bi−1_2Ai_2 shown in
Equations (4) and (5). Then we could obtain a new joint angle θ and new pose S by L and ∆H. ∆S was
the influence of the cable hole location error on the tip positioning accuracy.

Figure 3c shows the processes that study the influence of the combined error of cable length and
hole location. Given the initial pose S0, we could calculate the initial joint angle θ0 and initial cable
length L0. Then, we added the cable length error ∆L and got a new cable length L (L = L0 + ∆L). At the
same time, we added the cable hole location error ∆H to change the Bi−1_1Ai_1 and Bi−1_2Ai_2. Then we
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could obtain the new joint angle θ and new pose S by L and ∆H. ∆S was the influence of the combined
error of two on the tip positioning accuracy.

It should be noted that L in Figure 3b is L = L0, because when we only studied the cable hole
location error, the cable length could not change. However, L in Figure 3c is L = L0 + ∆L, because
when we considered the combined error, we needed to change the cable length as well as the cable
hole location.

3. Simulation Analysis and Experimental Validation

This section is divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of the
experimental results, their interpretation, as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

3.1. Parameters Setting

Simulations were performed by taking a 3-DOF planar CDSM as an example. This manipulator
had 3 joints and 6 cables (i.e., n = 3, m = 6), which could realize three the degrees of freedom of
movement in the plane. Its structure sketch is shown in Figure 4. There were a total of six cables
and three disks in the experimental device. Each disk was controlled by two cables. The first, third,
and fifth cables, corresponding to the upper cables of disk_1, disk_2, and disk_3, are cable_disk(1)_1,
cable_disk(2)_1, and cable_disk(3)_1 in Figure 4, respectively.

Figure 4. 3-DOF planar CDSM (driven by 6 cables).

The structure parameters of the manipulator are shown in Table 1. The height of the hole
represented the distance between the center of hole and the geometric center of disk. As shown in
Figure 2, the height of the hole in disk_i was the distance between Oi,a and Ai_1, which was the same as
the distance from Oi,a and Ai_2. In Table 1, 0.030 m is the height of hole in disk_1; 0.028 m is the height
of hole in disk_2; and 0.026 m is the height of hole in disk_3.

Table 1. Structure parameters of the 3-DOF planar CDSM.

Dimension Parameter (m) Mass (kg) Height of Hole (m)

Fixed End link0,J−1 0.033

Linkage_1
linkJ−1,1 0.033

0.0322 0.030B 0.010
link1,J−2 0.033

Linkage_2
linkJ−2,2 0.033

0.0334 0.028B 0.010
link2,J−3 0.033

Linkage_3 linkJ−3,3 0.033
0.0210 0.026B 0.010
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3.2. Simulation Analysis

Taking the proposed manipulator model in Section 3.1 as the research object, the factors affecting
the tip positioning accuracy of the manipulator were analyzed by adopting the methods proposed in
Section 2.3. In order to simplify the analysis, the end-effector attitude of the manipulator was set as
zero; that is, the end-effector attitude always kept parallel to the ground. We analyzed the influence of
the cable hole location error and cable length error on the tip positioning accuracy in the manipulator’s
workspace. Due to this, simulations were performed by taking a 3-DOF planar CDSM as an example;
that is, there were 3 joints in total. The minimum joint angle was −30◦ and the maximum joint angle
was 30◦. Every joint moved from −30◦ to 30◦ with the step size of 5◦. Multiple sets of joint angles
were obtained through three nested loops, the corresponding tip positions of those joint angles form
the workspace.

Firstly, we analyzed the influence of the cable length error:

• Add ±1 mm error to the first cable;
• Add ±1 mm error to the third cable;
• Add ±1 mm error to the fifth cable,

where adding +1 mm error meant that the cable length was lengthened by 1 mm, and adding −1 mm
error meant that the cable length was shortened by 1 mm.

Next, we analyzed the influence of the cable hole location error:

• Add ±0.35 mm error to the first disk’s holes;
• Add ±0.35 mm error to the second disk’s holes;
• Add ±0.35 mm error to the third disk’s holes,

where adding +0.35 mm error meant that the cable hole height was increased by 0.35 mm, and adding
−0.35 mm error meant that the cable hole height was reduced by 0.35 mm.

Figure 5 shows the results of adding the cable length error. Figure 6 shows the results of adding
the cable hole location error. It should be noted that the points in the pictures were obtained by
traversal of joint angles; that is, a combination of the joint angles varying from the minimum to the
maximum. These points almost covered the entire workspace of the manipulator’s tip.
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The red color represents the influence of the cable length error on the tip in the X direction; blue
color represents the influence on the tip in the Y direction; green color represents the influence on the
tip attitude.

From the above 36 figures, the following conclusions can be obtained:

1. When we added −1 mm error to the first cable/+1 mm error to the third cable/−0.35 mm error
to the first disk’s holes/−0.35 mm error to the second disk’s holes, it generated jump points
(i.e., the variation tendency about deviation of the end pose changed at these points);

2. When we added +1 mm error to the first cable/−1 mm error to the third cable/+0.35 mm error to
the first disk’s holes/+0.35 mm error to the second disk’s holes, from both ends of the Y-axis to
Y = 0, the deviation of the end pose gradually increased and reached the maximum value nearby
Y = 0;

3. When we added ±1 mm error to the fifth cable/+0.35 mm error to the third disk’s holes,
the maximum deviation of the end pose was at the positive Y-axis boundary;

4. The influence of the first and third cable errors and the first and second cable location hole
errors was larger than that of the fifth cable error and the third cable location hole error; that is,
the closer to the end, the smaller the influence of cable length and cable location hole errors on
the end accuracy;

5. The effect of the cable hole location error on the tip positioning accuracy was smaller than that of
the cable length error.

To better explain “jump points”, we pick the blue picture from Figure 5a; the points in the green
circle are defined as jump points because the variation trend of the deviation before and after the points
in the green circle changed. At the same time, the deviation suddenly changed greatly from the points
in the green circle to the points in the red or yellow circles.

Finally, we analyzed the influence of combining the cable length error with the cable hole location
error. We added random cable length errors within the range from −1 to +1 mm to each upper
cable. At the same time, we added random cable hole location errors within the range from −0.35 to
+0.35 mm to each disk. A total of 1000 groups of random composite errors were used in the simulation.
The average deviation value of 1000 groups of random composite errors were calculated and plotted
as seen in Figure 7.
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In Table 2, the blue line represents the initial state of the manipulator. The red line represents
the state after adding errors. As can be seen from the configuration diagram, reducing the error
values or avoiding the jump points and some boundary points could improve the tip positioning
accuracy effectively.

3.3. Experimental Validation

According to the experimental prototype shown in Figure 8, we set the experimental conditions
as follows:

• Joint angles: −35◦ ≤ θ ≤ 35◦;
• External forces: 0 N; 0 N; 0 Nm;
• Lower cable tensions(weights): 50; 10; 5 g;
• Cable length error: −1 mm.

In order to avoid interference between cables and links, we set variation range of joint angles.
It should be noted that the lower cables were in the force control mode, and when the lower cable
tensions changed, the upper cable tensions changed; thus, we had to guarantee that cable tensions
were all positive. In this simulation example, we added −1 mm error to the first cable, because the
first cable was shorter than the third and fifth cables. The same cable length error would cause larger
deviation on short cable, which was convenient to measure. Too small deviation resulted in inaccurate
results due to the measurement and systematic errors. Compared to the cable length, 1 mm was a
reasonable error value. Adding negative error meant that the cable length was shortened, which was
convenient in order to adjust the cable length.
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Table 2. Changes of the end pose under different conditions.

End Pose
[x(m) y(m) phi(rad)] Conditions Comparison of Schematic Diagram of

Manipulator

Pose = [0.19, 0.025, 0]

At jump point:
Add 1 mm error to the 1st cable;
Add −1 mm error to the 3rd cable;
Add 0.35 mm error to the 1st disk’s holes;
Add 0.35 mm error to the 2nd disk’s holes.

Avoid jump point:
Add −1 mm error to the 1st cable;
Add 1 mm error to the 3rd cable;
Add −0.35 mm error to the 1st disk’s holes;
Add −0.35 mm error to the 2nd disk’s holes.

Reduce error value:
Add 0.1 mm error to the 1st cable;
Add −0.1 mm error to the 3rd cable;
Add 0.1 mm error to the 1st disk’s holes;
Add 0.1 mm error to the 2nd disk’s holes.

Pose = [0.135, 0.14, 0]

At boundary point:
Add 1 mm error to the 5th cable;
Add 0.35 mm error to the 3rd disk’s holes.

Avoid boundary point:
Pose change as [0.2;0.05;0];
Add 1 mm error to the 5th cable;
Add 0.35 mm error to the 3rd disk’s holes.

Reduce error value:
Add 0.1 mm error to the 5th cable;
Add 0.1 mm error to the 3rd disk’s holes.
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Figure 8. Experimental prototype and overall layout.

As shown in Figure 8, joints were connected by bearing and needle roller. It is noted that the
friction in this system was minimized by using bearing, pulley, and lubricating grease. The position
control device was composed of a retaining bracket with a screwed hole and three screws; we could
adjust the cable length by rotating the screws. The force control device was composed of a pulley block
and three standard weights (the standard weights hung on the second, fourth, and sixth cables were 5,
10, and 50 g, respectively); we could change the cable tension by changing the number of weights.

For the cables in the position control mode, one end of the cable was tied to the disk, and the other
end of the cable was driven by the screw, because the cable length was adjusted by rotating the screw.
For the cables in the force control mode, one end of the cable was tied to the disk, and the other end
of the cable was driven by standard weights, because the cable tension was applied by the weight
bypassing the pulley. As shown in Figure 8, if we put the force control cables together (the lower
cables), we could make a pulley block to control it, which simplified the prototype design and was
convenient to add weights. If we put the position control cables together (the upper cables), we could
concentrate the screwed holes on a device to control cable length.

The location of the tip was set at the center of the target ball. A laser tracker (API Radian Plus),
tracking the target ball on the tip of manipulator, was used to measure the tip position. Three groups
of steel cables (0.18 mm in diameter) with tensile structure were used as driving cables. The Young’s
modulus of steel cables (0.18 mm in diameter) used in the experiments was approximately 1.8× 1011 Pa.
Under the maximum external force (50 g), the cable elongation of with length of about 230 mm used
in the experiments was approximately 0.0234 mm. Hence, the cable elongation could be very small
and negligible.

Under the above experimental conditions, the motion range of the end was X = 0.19~0.23 m and
Y = −0.1~0.1 m; the manipulator’s workspace is shown in Figure 9. The deviation of the tip position
caused by the cable length error seen from the X and Y directions is shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Figure 9. The workspace of experimental prototype.
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Figure 10. The deviation of the tip position caused by the cable length error seen from X direction:
(a) The deviation in X direction; (b) the deviation in Y direction.

Figure 11. The deviation of the tip position caused by the cable length error seen from Y direction:
(a) The deviation in X direction; (b) the deviation in Y direction.

Some points in the workspace were selected for verification experiments. There were 9 groups of
experiments, which can be classified into 4 types:

• The point where the manipulator was in a singular state: The first experiment point;
• The jump points: The fourth experimental point, the fifth experimental point, the sixth

experimental point;
• The points where the deviation of the tip position was large: The second experiment point,

the third experiment point;
• The points where the deviation of the tip position was small: The seventh experimental point,

the eighth experimental point, the ninth experimental point.

The comparison between the theoretical deviation value of the tip position caused by the cable
length error obtained through simulation and the actual deviation value measured through experiment
is listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of theoretical and actual deviation values.

Experiment Point
[X/m Y/m phi/rad]

Theoretical Deviation
[X/mm Y/mm]

Actual Deviation
[X/mm Y/mm]

Absolute Difference
[X/mm Y/mm]

1 [0.228, 0, 0] [−0.0415, 2.4299] [−0.0495, 2.2675] [−0.0080, −0.1624]
2 [0.193, −0.097, 0] [3.6630, 5.7446] [3.5557, 5.3254] [−0.1073, −0.4192]
3 [0.196, −0.093, 0] [3.0294, 5.1021] [2.904, 4.7657] [−0.1254, −0.3364]
4 [0.202, −0.083, 0] [1.7697, 3.7680] [1.8601, 3.8436] [0.0904, 0.0756]
5 [0.202, −0.084, 0] [2.1139, 4.2225] [1.7363, 3.5721] [−0.3776, −0.6504]
6 [0.202, −0.085, 0] [2.7725, 5.1599] [2.7168, 5.0764] [−0.0557, −0.0835]
7 [0.225, −0.008, 0] [−0.6359, 0.6016] [−0.5318, 0.5521] [0.1041, −0.0495]
8 [0.193, 0.097, 0] [−0.7987, 0.3510] [−0.7111, 0.3552] [0.0876, 0.0042]
9 [0.196, 0.093, 0] [−0.7738, 0.1592] [−0.6763, 0.1999] [0.0975, 0.0407]
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It can be seen from the Table 3 that the experimental results were basically as expected: At the
points where the deviation of the tip position was large (such as the second and third experimental
points), the tip position produced a deviation of about a few millimeters when the length of the first
cable shortened 1 mm; at the points where the deviation of the tip position was small (such as the
seventh, eighth, and ninth experimental points), the tip position produced a deviation of about a
fraction of a millimeter; at the jump points where the deviation of the tip position suddenly changed
(such as the fourth, fifth, and sixth experimental points), the deviation of the tip position at the jump
point was nearly doubled compared to the previous point; when the manipulator was in a singular
state (all joint angles were zero), the deviation of the tip position in the X direction was smaller than
that in the Y direction.

As shown in Figure 12a, all joint angles were zero, and the tip pose of the manipulator was 0.228 m,
0 m and 0◦. At this point, the manipulator was in a singular state. We added −1 mm of cable length
error to this singular configuration, and the changes of the pose are shown in Figure 12b. From the
results of the simulation and experiment, the theoretical deviations in the simulation of the tip position
in the X and Y directions were −0.0415 and 2.4299 mm; the actual deviations in the experiment were
−0.0495 and 2.2675 mm. The absolute differences of the simulation and experiment were −0.0080 and
−0.1624 mm; that is, the deviation of the tip position in the X direction was significantly smaller than
that in the Y direction, because the manipulator lost the freedom of the X direction in this singular state.

Figure 12. Manipulators in a singular state. (a) Initial configuration under a singular state; (b) adding
−1 mm cable length error under a singular state.

In this section, by comparing the simulation and the experimental measurement results, we verified
the correctness regarding the influence trend of the cable length error on the tip position. However,
the precise change of the tip position caused by the cable length error could not be obtained. This is
because only the main influence factor (cable length error) was analyzed in the simulation, and there
were other secondary factors which had the characteristics of diversity and randomness during the
actual experiment process, such as the experimental system error, mathematical calculation error,
measurement error, and so on.

4. Conclusions

The CDSM was driven by cables, and the tip positioning accuracy of the manipulator decreased
due to the flexibility of the cable. This paper focused on the influence factors that affected the tip
positioning accuracy, including the cable length error and cable hole location error.

Firstly, the mappings among the joint angles, the end pose, and the cable lengths were analyzed
and a kinematic model was derived in this paper. Next, the error analysis method was illustrated.
According to the proposed error analysis method, we respectively studied the influence of the cable
length error, cable hole location error, and combined error of them on the tip positioning accuracy by
taking a planar CDSM with 3 joints and 6 cables as the experimental model. The results showed that the
cable length and cable hole location errors indeed affected the tip positioning accuracy, and especially
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at some special points in the workspace, this could cause an approximate 30 mm deviation in position.
The effect of the cable hole location error was smaller than that of the cable length error; generally
the position deviation caused by the cable length error was 2 to 50 times as large as the cable hole
location error. In order to verify the theoretical value obtained through simulation, an experimental
prototype was established. Through comparing the simulation and the experimental measurement
results, we verified the correctness of the influence trend of the cable length error on the tip position.

Therefore, the tip positioning accuracy of the end-effector could be improved by increasing cable
control accuracy and making the cable hole size close to the cable diameter. For one thing, if the cable
hole size was much larger than the cable diameter, it would increase the cable location error in the
experiment. Because the center of the hole was considered as the position of cable that passes through
the disk in simulation, too large a cable hole would make the cable deviate from the center during the
actual experiment. For another, if the cable hole size was very close to the cable diameter, it could be
difficult for the cable to pass through the hole. If the cable was stuck too tight, the friction increased
and it was difficult for the cable to slide. Results indicate that the tip positioning accuracy was affected
greatly by the error in some special points in the workspace of the manipulator. If we can avoid these
special points in trajectory planning, the tip positioning accuracy will be significantly improved.
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